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When we create space to heal our 
spirits – we transform the world.
SPIRIT WORK is a ritual mist made with crystal essences in distilled water, pure high- 
quality essential oils, and Reiki energy. When we collaborate with these healing  
frequencies, we shift our consciousness and evolve our lives.

SPIRIT WORK is an immersive experience. Included with every bottle is a soundscape and 
guidebook download with detailed descriptions, affirmations, and a guided meditation.

SPIRIT WORK clears your personal energy; transforms the energy of your environment; 
aligns you with your higher self; uplifts your senses, and is an essential part of your spiritual 
hygiene routine. 

SPIRIT WORK begins with your intention to call in or release energy. Shake well and spray 
2-3 times, as often as needed. May be used as a smudge spray, meditation aid, on linens  
or yoga mat, as a body spray, and for travel.



Clarify, Discover, Grow.

A grounding blend of Palo Santo, Clary Sage, and Neroli essential oils 
anchors this mist to assist in organization and bringing forth new ideas 
and projects into the world.

CREATOR is a grounding mist for creativity and organization. To what 
ideas will you give birth? What seeds of intention need cultivation?

CREATOR is your key to removing energetic blocks so that you can  
integrate inspiration into a comprehensible, workable vision. Whether 
you’re cleaning and clearing your physical space, or executing a feat  
of creative alchemy – from writing, painting, or performing, to caregiving 
or gardening – the elements of CREATOR nurture your vision.

Fluorite is a cosmic cleanser that will awaken your intuition, organize  
your thoughts, and refresh your energy, while Moss Agate summons  
the possibilities of invention and creation with its earthy vibration of 
growth. An uplifting blend of essential oils including vibrant holy wood 
Palo Santo and sweet Clary Sage nurture and protect you as you  
create new patterns of being.

I N G R E D I E N T S

Essential Oils of Palo Santo, 
Clary Sage, Bergamot, Black 
Pepper, Sweet Orange, and 
Frankincense; Moss Agate and 
Fluorite Crystal Essences; Neroli 
Hydrosol, Organic Witch Hazel

Creator



Center, Protect, Heal.

This mist centers your senses with an earthy blend of Vetiver and  
Bergamot essential oils, while grounding and cleansing crystal  
essences transmute negative vibrations.

GROUND transforms negative or stressful energy into a centered,  
peaceful vibration.

After your commute or reading your news feed, or spending time in  
an intense emotional situation, GROUND transmutes these challenging  
frequencies into a vibration that’s neutral and stable. When your energy 
is clear and grounded, you can release distractions and settle into the 
wisdom of the present. GROUND is a wonderful tool to keep your  
energy your own and deflect others’ emotional toxicity in your home  
and work space.

Black Tourmaline is the ultimate grounding and protective healer  
that banishes negative and toxic energies, both psychically and  
physically, while Bloodstone works to cleanse and clarify. Calming  
Vetiver is the dark and earthy fragrant root of this mist, promoting  
a meditative state, and the aromas of bright Bergamot, spicy Black  
Pepper and soft Lavender shine a therapeutic light and allow difficult 
emotions to loosen their grip.

I N G R E D I E N T S

Essential Oils of Vetiver,  
Bergamot, Lavender,  
and Black Pepper;  
Black Tourmaline and  
Bloodstone Crystal  
Essences; Organic  
Witch Hazel

Ground



Receive, Love, Express.

A blend of sweet Geranium, Grapefruit, and Frankincense essential oils  
uplift and unlock your heart center to activate love and courage.

OPEN unlocks the heart-center of your being to reveal the most  
abundant form of spiritual energy: love. OPEN’s courageous vibration  
illuminates limitless expressions of compassion and joy.

Experiences of grief or betrayal can close off the heart and create an  
energetic block; OPEN creates space for you to recognize your survival  
and bravery. OPEN helps you to meet life’s challenges with grace; to feel  
acceptance, support, and contentment, so that you can freely express  
your magic.

This special crystal essence combination of peaceful Rose Quartz and  
courageous Carnelian is all at once loving and galvanizing.

OPEN’s succulent, sensuous fragrance features the essential oils of  
vibrant floral healer Geranium; joyful, juicy Grapefruit, and woodsy  
healer Frankincense.

I N G R E D I E N T S

Essential Oils of Geranium, 
Grapefruit, Frankincense, and 
Black Pepper; Rose Quartz and 
Carnelian Crystal Essences; Or-
ganic Witch Hazel

Open



Relax, Release, Ascend.

A soothing Lavender blend and calming crystal essences create  
a sanctuary of quiet and peace. 

SPACE is a serene companion for rest and relaxation. SPACE harmonizes 
with your Third Eye and Crown chakras to welcome cosmic conscious-
ness, to connect to your higher self, and support you in accessing the as-
tral realm and angelic dimension.

SPACE is your accompaniment for any quiet activity; to prepare your 
space for restorative yoga, meditation, or sleep. SPACE creates the room 
you need to release the burdens of stress, anxiety, and worry.

Amethyst and Lavender are the tranquil heart of SPACE, with intuitive,  
balancing energies and a light, calming fragrance. Serene Lepidolite  
stabilizes your mood for deep relaxation, and soft, angelic Selenite  
connects you to divine peace.

I N G R E D I E N T S

Essential Oils of Lavender, 
Frankincense, Black Pepper, 
Sweet Orange, Eucalyptus, and 
Rosemary; Amethyst, Selenite 
and Lepidolite Crystal Essences; 
Organic Witch Hazel

Space



DETAILS

• Size: 2 oz.
• No Order Minimum
• Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.

PRICING

• Wholesale Price: $19.00
• Suggested Retail Price: $38.00

TESTER SET

$38.00 for all 4 sprays.
*Recommended for first time orders.

DISPLAY SIGNAGE

Acrylic magnetic frames with product descriptions.
• 4” x 6” for $12.00
• 5” x 7” for $14.00

details 
and pricing



SPIRIT WORK is handcrafted to order in Brooklyn, NY. Each crystal essence is prepared in  
small batches, seasonally, in harmony with the moon cycle. Sunday Diamond is committed to 
the ethical and sustainable sourcing of untreated crystals and high-quality therapeutic grade  
essential oils. Our ingredients are 100% natural, cruelty-free, and always organic when available. 
Packaging is made and printed in the USA.

Kristen Sonntag is a Reiki Master, musician, and writer. Inspired by the cosmic energies of 
plants and crystals, Kristen intuitively developed SPIRIT WORK as a tool to assist in healing 
work, meditation, and the creative process.

OUR COMPANY

ABOUT KRISTEN



email: kristen@sundaydiamond.com
instagram: @sundaydiamondnyc
phone: 917-304-9116

sundaydiamond.com/wholesale
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